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Designing a statistical procedure for monitoring global carbon1

dioxide emissions2
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Abstract5

Following the Paris Agreement of 2015, most countries have agreed to reduce their carbon6

dioxide (CO2) emissions according to individually set Nationally Determined Contributions.7

However, national CO2 emissions are reported by individual countries and cannot be directly8

measured or verified by third parties. Inherent weaknesses in the reporting methodology may9

misrepresent, typically an under-reporting of, the total national emissions. This paper applies10

the theory of sequential testing to design a statistical monitoring procedure that can be used11

to detect systematic under-reportings of CO2 emissions. Using simulations, we investigate how12

the proposed sequential testing procedure can be expected to work in practice. We find that,13

if emissions are reported faithfully, the test is correctly sized, while, if emissions are under-14

reported, detection time can be sufficiently fast to help inform the 5 yearly global “stocktake”15

of the Paris Agreement. We recommend the monitoring procedure be applied going forward as16

part of a larger portfolio of methods designed to verify future global CO2 emissions.17

Keywords: CO2 emissions; Paris Agreement; Global Carbon Budget; sequential testing.18
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1 Introduction19

The Paris Agreement of 2015 instituted a transnational commitment to limit global temperature20

rise to 2.0 degrees centigrade, and preferably 1.5 degrees centigrade, above pre-industrial levels21

(UNFCCC, 2015). It is widely accepted that to achieve this goal, substantial reductions of an-22

thropogenic carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions are needed (Sanderson et al., 2016; Luderer et al.,23

2018; Millar et al., 2017; Tokarska and Gillett, 2018; Tanaka and O’Neill, 2018). Indeed, the recent24

report from the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) states that to stay below25

1.5◦C, emissions should be reduced by almost half by 2030 (from 2010 levels) with a level close to26

zero in 2050 (IPCC, 2018, Chapter 2).27

Reducing emissions substantially requires all nations to work towards this goal, particularly28

the nations that are currently emitting the most (Meinshausen et al., 2015). The Paris Agreement29

therefore requires signing parties to deliver mandatory annual emissions reports, which are to be30

assessed during 5 yearly “stocktakes” of the global emissions status. Unfortunately, since data on31

CO2 emissions are reported by the nations themselves, instead of being measured by the global32

community, this could create incentives for individual nations to under-report emissions (Peters33

et al., 2017). In this way, nations that are not living up to their Paris commitments could, by under-34

reporting their CO2 emissions, nevertheless appear to be fulfilling their Nationally Determined35

Contribution targets. This is especially worrisome, as some countries have notoriously opaque36

emissions reporting and verification practices (Guan et al., 2012; Duflo et al., 2013; Transparency37

International, 2013; Ghanem and Zhang, 2014; Korsbakken et al., 2016; Nature, 2018; Zhang et al.,38

2019). Indeed, the problem of verifying the reported CO2 emissions was one of the key topics39

discussed at the recent Conference of the Parties meeting in Katowice, Poland (COP24; UNFCCC,40

2018a).41

The aim of this paper is to design a statistical procedure that can help in verifying reported an-42

thropogenic CO2 emissions. To do this, we exploit the idea of a balanced carbon budget (Friedling-43

stein et al., 2020): because the Earth’s carbon cycle is a closed system, the amount of anthropogeni-44

cally emitted CO2 must equal the amount of CO2 absorbed in the three carbon sinks, namely the45

atmosphere, the terrestrial biosphere, and the oceans. This insight gives rise to the carbon budget46

equation (Friedlingstein et al., 2020)47

EFF
t + ELUC

t = GATM
t + SOCN

t + SLND
t +BIM

t , (1.1)

where EFF
t and ELUC

t are year-t CO2 emissions from fossil fuel burning and land-use change,48

respectively, and GATM
t , SOCN

t , SLND
t denote the year-t uptake of CO2 in the atmosphere, the49

oceanic carbon sink, and the terrestrial (“land”) carbon sink, respectively. The quantity BIM
t ,50

dubbed the budget imbalance, is a residual term introduced to balance Equation (1.1), and thus51

captures deviations in the carbon budget equation due to mis-measurements of the remaining52

quantities in (1.1). Such mis-measurements can be transitory, arising e.g. from measurement errors,53

or they can be systematic, arising either from systematic biases in the models used to estimate54
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the carbon flux data series, ELUC
t , SOCN

t , and SLND
t , or, importantly for this paper, systematic55

mis-reportings of anthropogenic CO2 emissions from fossil fuels, EFF
t . (Since data on atmospheric56

CO2 levels are from direct observations, systematic mis-measurement of GATM
t is unlikely.)57

The first contribution of this paper is an extensive statistical analysis of the time series of58

the budget imbalance BIM
t , constructed using the data supplied by the Global Carbon Project59

(Section 2.1 contains details on the data). We find that these data are historically well-described60

by a zero-mean stationary process. Adjacent data points in the budget imbalance are positively61

correlated, suggesting that mis-measurements of the carbon flux data series tend to persist over62

time, a point also noted in Friedlingstein et al. (2020, pp. 3295–3296). However, the fact that63

the budget imbalance data appear to be stationary and have zero mean, provides evidence that64

the mis-measurements of the carbon fluxes in Equation (1.1), although persistent, are ultimately65

of transitory nature. In other words, our analysis suggests that the historical climate flux data66

EFF
t , ELUC

t , GATM
t , SOCN

t , and SLND
t have been compatible with the global carbon budget equation67

(1.1). In particular, the analysis suggests that up until now, CO2 emissions have been reported68

without systematic biases. To our knowledge, ours is the most thorough statistical analysis of69

the budget imbalance data to date and the findings might be of independent interest. We then70

show that if, sometime in the future, emissions are not truthfully reported, the observed budget71

imbalance BIM
t will undergo a structural break : some process with non-zero mean will be introduced72

into these data.73

The second contribution of the paper is to use these properties of the budget imbalance data to74

develop a monitoring procedure, which can be used for detecting potential future under-reportings75

of CO2 emissions. Our procedure relies on a test statistic, derived from the residuals of the76

global carbon budget, i.e. BIM
t . In effect, we sequentially test the null hypothesis that the future77

climate flux data EFF
t , ELUC

t , GATM
t , SOCN

t , and SLND
t are compatible with the global carbon budget78

equation (1.1). If, for some future time period t, this null hypothesis can be rejected, we conclude79

that there is evidence of systematic mis-measurements of the variables in Equation (1.1). In80

particular, a rejection of the null can provide evidence for EFF
t being systematically under-reported.81

The theory of sequential testing goes back at least to Page (1954) and have since been suc-82

cessfully applied in many areas, such as economics (Chu et al., 1996), finance (Aue et al., 2012),83

engineering (Lai, 1995), and medicine (Unkel et al., 2012). While non-sequential (“off-line”) test-84

ing methods have been widely applied for detecting structural breaks in climate-related data (see85

Reeves et al., 2007, for a review), sequential methods do not appear to have been widely con-86

sidered in the climate literature. An exception is Horváth et al. (2004), where sequential testing87

methods are applied to detect structural breaks in temperature data. Existing sequential testing88

procedures generally rely heavily on the statistical properties of the data, usually the so-called89

long run variance. However, the nature of the available climate data means that, in the context90

of this paper, the long run variance is not well-defined. The reason for this is that, in addition to91

a new data point being added to our data set each year, previous data points might be revised,92
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i.e. retroactively updated (see Section 2.1 and especially Figure 1 below), which means that the93

statistical properties of the key object of this paper, the budget imbalance, might change from year94

to year. This leads us to design a “pivotal” sequential test statistic, which, asymptotically, does95

not rely on the statistical properties of the data and which can thus be used in the setup studied96

here.97

In a simulation experiment, we illustrate the use of the sequential testing procedure proposed98

in the paper and investigate its finite sample performance. We find that, under realistic conditions,99

the test is correctly sized under the null, i.e. when CO2 emissions are reported without systematic100

bias. The empirical (power) properties of the test when the alternative is true, i.e. when CO2101

emissions are under-reported, depend on the magnitude of under-reporting. Our simulations show102

that when the magnitude of under-reporting is small, misreporting can be difficult to detect in103

practice. This is in line with the conclusions reached in a related, but less statistically rigorous,104

approach considered in Peters et al. (2017). For moderate-to-large magnitudes of under-reporting,105

however, the power of the test (probability of correctly detecting misreporting) is close to one106

and mean detection time of the method is on the order of 5–10 years. Consequently, the method107

proposed in this paper can potentially help the global community in future efforts of verifying108

reported CO2 emissions.109

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the global carbon budget110

equation and introduces the data we use. The section also contains statistical analyses of the111

historical budget imbalance (Section 2.2) and explores how the budget imbalance might evolve in112

the future, should emissions become under-reported (Section 2.3). Section 3 presents the proposed113

monitoring procedure and the details on how it can be implemented in practice. The section also114

summarizes the results of a number of simulation exercises (Section 3.2). Lastly, Section 4 discusses115

the findings of the paper and provides an outlook on how the methods of this paper can be used116

in practice going forward. An Electronic Supplementary Material file is available online.117

2 The global carbon budget118

As mentioned in the introduction, the closedness of the Earth’s carbon system implies the carbon119

budget equation (1.1), where EFF
t is CO2 emissions from fossil fuel burning, cement production,120

and gas flaring; ELUC
t is CO2 emissions from land-use change (deforestation); GATM

t is growth of121

atmospheric CO2 concentration; SOCN
t is the flux of CO2 from the atmosphere to the oceans; and122

SLND
t is the flux of CO2 from the atmosphere to the terrestrial biosphere.123

Essentially, the carbon budget equation (1.1) is an accounting identity: it states that anthro-124

pogenic CO2 emissions (left hand side) must equal the fluxes of CO2 into the three carbon sinks125

(right hand side), namely the atmosphere (GATM
t ), the oceans (SOCN

t ), and the terrestrial biosphere126

(SLND
t ). The budget imbalance127

BIM
t = EFF

t + ELUC
t −GATM

t − SOCN
t − SLND

t (2.1)
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is implicitly defined such that the carbon budget equation (1.1) is balanced when inserting data for128

the carbon flux variables EFF
t , ELUC

t , GATM
t , SOCN

t , and SLND
t . Indeed, in theory, i.e. if we could get129

completely accurate measurements of these carbon fluxes, the carbon budget would be balanced,130

so that BIM
t = 0 for all t. However, due to measurement errors in the data, the budget imbalance131

will in general be non-zero, i.e. BIM
t 6= 0. Section 2.2 contains statistical analyses of data on132

the budget imbalance, showing that, historically, it is well-represented by a mean-zero stationary133

process; Section 2.3 shows that in the case of systematic mis-measurements of the quantities in134

(1.1), such as what might arise if CO2 emissions become misreported, this will cease to be the135

case. First, the following section presents some details regarding the data we use for the carbon136

flux variables EFF
t , ELUC

t , GATM
t , SOCN

t , and SLND
t .137

2.1 Data138

Each year, The Global Carbon Project1 (GCP) publishes a report, the “Global Carbon Budget”,139

on the state of the global carbon cycle, taking its departure point in the global carbon budget and140

its equation (1.1). With each report, an up-to-date data set of the carbon flux variables in (1.1)141

is supplied. It is these data that we study in this paper. As of this writing (in February 2021),142

the GCP has released four of these annual reports with data on each of the quantities in (1.1),143

namely on the Global Carbon Budget in the years 2017, 2018, 2019, and 2020 (see Le Quéré et al.,144

2018a,b; Friedlingstein et al., 2019, 2020, respectively).145

The fossil fuel emissions data EFF
t are compiled from Gilfillan et al. (2019) and UNFCCC146

(2018c). These data are constructed from national replies to the Annual Questionnaire on Energy147

Statistics (UN, 2020) conducted by the U.N. Statistics Division and released in the annual Energy148

Statistics Yearbook (UN, 2017). Hence, the raw data consists of reported energy statistics, which149

are then converted into estimates of CO2 emissions using the approach developed in Marland and150

Rotty (1984). The land-use change emissions data ELUC
t are obtained as the average of separate151

estimates coming from global climate models (Hansis et al., 2015; Houghton and Nassikas, 2017;152

Gasser et al., 2020). The growth rate in atmospheric CO2 data GATM
t are based on observations153

(measurements) of the concentration of CO2 in the atmosphere at several locations on the globe154

(Dlugokencky and Tans, 2018). The sink data SOCN
t and SLND

t are model-based, i.e. data on these155

series are constructed from the output of various climate models. In the latest version of the GCP156

report, GCB2020, the data on the ocean sink flux SOCN
t are averages of the output from 9 different157

models and the land sink data SLND
t are averages of the output from 17 different models. We refer158

to Friedlingstein et al. (2020, pp. 3274–3288) and the papers therein for more in-depth explanation159

on the construction of the individual data series.160

Each year, when the GCP publishes their report, the data set is updated with the newest161

available data so that each report adds a (yearly) data point for each quantity in (1.1). However,162

the nature of the data, as discussed in the previous paragraph, means that the data set might163

1http://www.globalcarbonproject.org/
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also be subject to revisions. That is, in a given year, the GCP data set will not only contain a164

new data point, but it might also update old data points. Such updates, or revisions, might be165

due to a number of factors. For instance, revisions in EFF
t might result from revisions of fossil166

fuel consumption from individual countries (e.g. from changes in accounting procedures) or from167

the method of converting fossil fuel consumption into CO2 emissions. The data series for ELUC
t ,168

SOCN
t , and SLND

t are averages of model-based estimates and revisions in these data might result169

from changes in the underlying models and/or additions or removals of models used to construct170

the averages. For instance, new insights into the underlying drivers of the sinks might improve the171

model-based estimates of SOCN
t and SLND

t in the future. Similarly, since the data on atmospheric172

CO2 emissions growth, GATM
t , are constructed from measurements of the levels of CO2 in the173

atmosphere at several locations on the planet, these data might be revised if the method for174

constructing GATM
t changes.175

The top two rows of Figure 1 plot the data series EFF
t , ELUC

t , GATM
t , SOCN

t , and SLND
t from176

the four GCP data series “GCB2017”, “GCB2018”, “GCB2019”, and “GCB2020”, published along177

the four reports Le Quéré et al. (2018a), Le Quéré et al. (2018b), Friedlingstein et al. (2019), and178

Friedlingstein et al. (2020).2 The data series all start in 1959 and end in 2016, 2017, 2018, and179

2019, respectively (the data are collected with a one-year lag). We see that especially SOCN
t and180

SLND
t , but also EFF

t and ELUC
t , are revised when the new version of the Global Carbon Budget181

data set is published by the GCP. The bottom row of Figure 1 plots the budget imbalance (2.1)182

from each of the four data sets; again the revisions are clearly seen. The following section presents183

the results of statistical analyses of the budget imbalance data series shown in Figure 1. It also184

investigates what is a satisfactory statistical model for the budget imbalance.185

[FIGURE 1 ABOUT HERE]

2.2 Statistical analysis of the budget imbalance186

The upper panel of Table 1 presents descriptive statistics regarding the four budget imbalance187

data series. We find that the means of the time series are not significantly different from zero,188

indicating that the carbon budget has been balanced on average (Electronic Supplementary Ma-189

terial, Section 3). Further, the Durbin-Watson (DW ) and Ljung-Box (Q) test statistics indicate190

that the budget imbalance contains (positive) serial autocorrelation. (The caption of Table 1 con-191

tains additional information regarding the DW and Q statistics.) This, together with the visual192

impression of the bottom plot of Figure 1, provides a first indication of the budget imbalance being193

2In the 2020 version of the reports, GCB2020, a new sink term, SC
t , was introduced into the budget equation,

which is an estimate of the carbon sink from cement carbonation. The magnitude of this sink is small and here we

simply include it in the fossil fuel emission estimates as suggested in Friedlingstein et al. (2020, p. 3277).
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well-described by a zero-mean stationary process with some positive correlation structure. In the194

Electronic Supplementary Material, we report the results from conducting two different statistical195

tests of stationarity, the “KPSS” test of Kwiatkowski et al. (1992) and the augmented Dickey-196

Fuller (“ADF”) test (Dickey and Fuller, 1979). These tests corroborate that the budget imbalance197

constitute a stationary process. This provides further evidence that the budget imbalance data are198

historically well-described by a stationary process.199

Inspecting the empirical autocorrelation and partial autocorrelation functions of the budget200

imbalance data (not shown here for brevity, but given in the Electronic Supplementary Material),201

provides evidence that an autoregressive process of order one (AR(1)) is an adequate statistical202

model for BIM
t for all three data sets under study. Likewise, the Bayesian Information Criterion203

(Schwarz, 1978) selects an AR(1) model from the class of autoregressive moving average (ARMA)204

models (we refer to Hamilton, 1994, for a textbook treatment of ARMA models).205

After fitting an AR(1) model to the data, we subject the standardized residuals of this fit to206

the same analysis as conducted on the budget imbalance data in the beginning of this section.207

The results are shown in the bottom panel of Table 1. Again, the KPSS and ADF tests point208

towards these series being stationary for the four data sets (Electronic Supplementary Material).209

The residuals appear to have zero mean, unit standard deviation, and although their kurtosis is210

slightly less than 3, the Jarque-Bera test statistic (N) implies that we cannot reject the null of211

Gaussianity (Table 1). A similar conclusion is reached using two other tests of Gaussianity, the212

Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (KS) and the Anderson-Darling test (AD). Indeed, in no case can we213

reject the null of Gaussianity at a 5% level. In the Electronic Supplementary Material we provide214

QQ-plots of the data, which also corroborate these findings. Further, as evidenced by the DW215

and Q statistics, after fitting this model, there is practically no autocorrelation left in the residuals216

(Table 1). Thus, the statistical analysis is consistent with the standardized AR(1) residuals being217

an iid N(0, 1) sequence, providing further evidence of the adequateness of the AR(1) model for the218

budget imbalance data.219

Summing up, the diagnostics confirm that the AR(1) model is a good model for the historical220

budget imbalance data studied here. The estimates (obtained by an ordinary least squares regres-221

sion) of the autoregressive parameter φ̂ and for the standard deviation of the error terms σ̂ do not222

vary much between the four data sets (Table 1). However, it is important to note that these param-223

eters will not necessarily remain constant in future editions of the GCP data set. In particular, as224

discussed above, new modelling or accounting procedures might revise the budget imbalance data225

and in this way cause the statistical properties of the data, and thus the parameters describing226

them, to change. For instance, better estimates of the Earth system variables might result in a227

less autocorrelated and less variable budget imbalance, i.e. to a reduction in the autoregressive228

parameter φ and/or standard deviation parameter σ.229

[TABLE 1 ABOUT HERE]
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2.3 The budget imbalance when emissions are under-reported230

Suppose that from some time point τ , anthropogenic CO2 emissions from fossil fuel consumption are231

misreported as the amount EFF,∗
t , while the true amount emitted to the atmosphere is EFF

t 6= EFF,∗
t .232

Then, for t ≥ τ , the observed budget imbalance data become233

BIM,∗
t = EFF,∗

t + ELUC
t −GATM

t − SOCN
t − SLND

t

= ut + ξt,

where234

ut = EFF
t + ELUC

t −GATM
t − SOCN

t − SLND
t ,

is the budget imbalance under the true (unobserved) emission path EFF
t , while235

ξt = EFF,∗
t − EFF

t ,

denotes the amount of misreporting of fossil fuel CO2 emissions at time t ≥ τ .236

In this case, the budget imbalance will take the form237

BIM,∗
t =







ut t < τ,

ut + ξt t ≥ τ.
(2.2)

In the previous section, we saw that the available data on the budget imbalance indicate that it is238

historically well-described by a mean-zero stationary AR(1) process. Equation (2.2) shows that if239

at some (unknown) time t = τ , emissions start to become misreported, the budget imbalance time240

series will undergo a structural break : it will go from being a zero-mean stationary process ut to241

being the sum of this process and the term ξt = EFF,∗
t − EFF

t , the latter possibly having non-zero242

mean. Indeed, since we expect any misreportings of CO2 emissions to be under-reportings, that is243

EFF,∗
t < EFF

t , it will likely be the case that ξt < 0 for t ≥ τ , i.e. the structural break term will be244

negative.245

This motivates a monitoring procedure, where we perform sequential (yearly) tests of the246

null hypothesis that the budget imbalance data will continue to have zero mean, against the247

alternative hypothesis that a term with negative mean has been introduced into the observa-248

tions. A rejection of this null hypothesis provides evidence that the data on the carbon fluxes249

EFF
t , ELUC

t , GATM
t , SOCN

t , SLND
t are not compatible with the global carbon budget equation (1.1).250

In particular, as shown in this section, this will be the case if emissions are systematically under-251

reported.252

2.4 Practical data considerations253

As the discussion in the previous section shows, an implicit assumption of this paper is that the254

data on the CO2 flux variables, ELUC
t , GATM

t , SOCN
t , SLND

t , are collected in a way that is reasonably255
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independent on data of reported fossil fuel emissions, EFF,∗
t . Importantly, the data on the sinks,256

SOCN
t and SLND

t , must not mechanically be “subsuming” any systematic misreporting in the CO2257

emissions data. Indeed, if this was the case, it would be possible to balance the global carbon budget258

(1.1) even in the presence of systematic misreportings of fossil fuel emissions, by adjusting SOCN
t259

and SLND
t accordingly. Consequently, in this case, it would not be possible to detect misreporting260

of fossil fuel emissions using the methods proposed in this paper.261

For these reasons, it is important that data on the CO2 fluxes, especially SOCN
t and SLND

t , are262

estimated using models which do not automatically balance the carbon budget equation (1.1) using263

data on reported emissions, EFF,∗
t . In fact, such an approach, where the CO2 flux of the sinks is264

estimated by accounting for EFF,∗
t , is often used in atmospheric inversion methods (Friedlingstein265

et al., 2020, p. 3288). Therefore, we do not consider data obtained by such atmospheric inversion266

methods in this paper. Instead we consider the SOCN
t data obtained from a mixture of observation-267

based methods and estimates from global ocean biochemistry models, while the SLND
t data are268

from dynamic global vegetation models (we refer to Friedlingstein et al., 2020, pp. 3285–3288, for269

details).270

3 Designing a sequential testing procedure for monitoring the271

budget imbalance272

Let n ≥ 1 and denote by {ynt }nt=1 observations of a triangular array, given by273

ynt =







unt t = 1, 2, . . . , τ − 1,

unt + ξnt t = τ, τ + 1, . . . ,

where unt is a zero-mean stationary stochastic process, ξnt is a process with non-zero mean, and τ is274

an unknown date where a “structural break” occurs. Here, n denotes the number of observations275

in a specific “vintage” of the observations {ynt }nt=1; for instance, in the context of the GCP data276

studied in the previous section, we would have n = 58, n = 59, n = 60, and n = 61 for the277

GCB2017, GCB2018, GCB2019, and GCB2020 data sets, respectively, see Table 1.278

For all n, we assume that ynt is observed over an initial time period t = 1, . . . ,K, with τ > K,279

such that {ynt }Kt=1 = {unt }Kt=1. The initial period is used to estimate the statistical properties of280

unt and then the monitoring algorithm is initiated from time t = K + 1. At some later (unknown)281

time τ ≥ K + 1, a structural break occurs and the process ξnt is introduced into the observations.282

If no structural break occurs, set τ = ∞. In the application to monitoring the budget imbalance283

considered in this paper, unt denotes the budget imbalance if emissions were reported faithfully,284

while ξnt will subsume any systematic mis-measurements of the carbon fluxes in the carbon budget285

equation (1.1).286

As a model of the budget imbalance data, we propose to use the very general ARMA framework,287

9



i.e. for n ≥ 1,288

unt =

pn
∑

i=1

φi,nu
n
t−i + σn

qn
∑

j=1

ψi,nǫ
n
t−j + σnǫ

n
t , t = 1, 2, . . . , n, (3.1)

where pn and qn are integers denoting the number of autoregressive and moving average terms,289

respectively, φi,n, ψi,n ∈ R, σn > 0, and ǫnt ∼ N(0, 1) is an iid error sequence. The choice of pn290

and qn should be decided based on statistical considerations such as those presented in Section 2.2;291

we recommend using the BIC. Motivated by the findings of Section 2.2, for GCB2017, GCB2018,292

GCB2019, and GCB2020, we will illustrate our methods assuming that unt is given by a stationary293

AR(1) process (pn = 1, qn = 0), i.e. for n ≥ 1,294

unt = φnu
n
t−1 + σnǫ

n
t , t = 1, 2, . . . , n, (3.2)

where φn ∈ (−1, 1), σn > 0, and ǫnt ∼ N(0, 1) is an iid error sequence.295

Our goal is to design a sequential testing scheme, which continually monitors the budget im-296

balance time series to check for the presence of ξnt . To be precise, at each time period n =297

K + 1,K + 2, . . . ,K + T , we propose to conduct a statistical test for whether n ≥ τ , i.e. for298

whether a structural break has occurred at or before the current time n. In other words, we are299

concerned with the sequence of hypothesis tests300

H0,n : τ > n, against H1,n : τ ≤ n, (3.3)

for n = K + 1,K + 2, . . . , T + K, where T denotes the number of periods in which we plan to301

perform the statistical tests. Monitoring can be done over a fixed time horizon (T < ∞) or over302

an indefinite time horizon (T = ∞).303

A widely used monitoring scheme is to recursively calculate the cumulated sum (CUSUM) of304

the observations, e.g.
∑

n y
n
n, and reject the null when this sum exceeds some critical boundary305

(e.g. Hinkley, 1971; Chu et al., 1996). However, in this case, the critical boundary will depend on306

the statistical properties of the data (typically the long-run variance of {unt }), which here means307

the parameters φn and σn in (3.2). Since we allow for these parameters to vary with each new308

observation (vintage), this “standard” approach becomes infeasible. Instead, we seek a “pivotal”309

approach, i.e. an approach where the critical boundary does not depend on the parameters of the310

underlying data generating process. As we explain presently, we propose to construct such a test311

using estimates of the residuals ǫnt of (3.2) (a testing approach relying on the residuals in this way312

is often called “innovation-based” in the literature on testing for structural break in time series,313

see, e.g, Aue and Horváth, 2012).314

To formalize our approach, consider the CUSUM test statistic315

Zn =

n
∑

s=K+1

ǫ̂ss, n = K + 1,K + 2, . . . ,K + T, (3.4)
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where ǫ̂ss is the year-s estimate of the final error term ǫss of the statistical model of the budget316

imbalance data {ysi }si=1 from the model (3.1). In the case of the AR(1) model (3.2), this is317

ǫ̂ss =
yss − φ̂sy

s
s−1

σ̂s
, s = K + 1,K + 2, . . . ,K + T, (3.5)

where φ̂n and σ̂n are (consistent) estimates of φn and σn obtained from the initial data {ynt }Kt=1318

which, by assumption, is equal to {unt }Kt=1. Consequently, when the model for unt is properly319

specified, we will have (φ̂n, σ̂n)
P→ (φn, σn) as K → ∞.3 This implies that, for n < τ , it also holds320

that ǫ̂nn
P→ ǫnn as K → ∞. The upshot is that when K is large and n < τ , i.e. no structural321

break has occurred, the test statistic Zn in (3.4) will behave approximately as a sum of n − K322

independent N(0, 1) variables.323

Conversely, when n ≥ τ , the process ξnt will be introduced into the observations and we can no324

longer expect that ǫ̂nn, calculated using (3.5), will provide a good approximation to ǫnn no matter325

how large K is. To analyze this case further, consider the AR(1) model (3.2) and note that for326

s > τ we have yss = uss + ξss . Thus, for large K and using (3.5), it holds that327

ǫ̂ss =
yss − φ̂sy

s
s−1

σ̂s
=
uss − φ̂su

s
s−1

σ̂s
+
ξss − φ̂sξ

s
s−1

σ̂s
≈ ǫss + ξss ,

where328

ξss =
ξs − φ̂sξ

s
s−1

σ̂s
.

Supposing that φ̂n ∈ (−1, 1) and 0 > ξss−1 ≥ ξss , the above implies ξss < 0, i.e. a negative process has329

been introduced into the test statistic (3.4). From this discussion, the influence of the statistical330

parameters φn and σn on the test under the alternative, i.e. when there is systematic under-331

reporting of CO2 emissions, also becomes clear. Indeed, the magnitude of the structural break332

process ξss will increase when φs and/or σs decreases. The upshot is that better measurements333

of the Earth system variables, in the sense that the autocorrelation and variability of the budget334

imbalance decreases, will magnify the influence of ξss on the test statistic (3.4). In other words,335

we would expect that decreasing φn and/or σn will result in better properties of the test under336

the alternative, i.e. when the null is false. In the Electronic Supplementary Material, we confirm337

this conjecture using simulations and find that the standard deviation parameter σn is especially338

important: when σn is lowered, the expected detection time of under-reportings of CO2 emissions339

declines noticeably.340

Since we are proposing to conduct many (sequential) hypothesis tests, cf. Equation (3.3), the341

testing procedure must to be designed to avoid “multiple testing” problems, i.e. the fact that, if a342

fixed critical value is used, the probability of rejecting the null will tend to one, as the number of343

sequential tests grows (e.g. Chu et al., 1996). That is, to make sure that the overall test has the344

3We write “
P
→” for convergence in probability.
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desired size, the critical value used at each time point needs to be appropriately chosen. A natural345

way to do this, is to let the critical values increase as a function of time in an appropriate way. To346

formalize this, we introduce the boundary function or critical value function347

Cα
n = cT,α · f(n−K), n = K + 1,K + 2, . . . ,K + T, (3.6)

where f(t) is a non-negative function and the constant cT,α > 0 depends on the length of the348

monitoring period, T , and the chosen significance level for the test ofH0, α. The boundary function349

f can be specified by the researcher, under the condition that if T = ∞, then f(t)/
√
t → ∞ as350

t→ ∞. Below, we use T <∞, and choose the following simple functional form351

f(t) =
√
t, t = 1, 2, . . . .

We experimented with a number of different boundary functions, but did not find large differences352

in the performance of the resulting testing procedure.353

For n = K + 1,K + 2, . . . ,K + T , we now propose to conduct a series of one-sided sequential354

tests, using the rule355

“reject H0,n in favor of H1,n if Zn ≤ −Cα
n”.

To ensure that the overall test356

H0 : τ > T, against H1 : τ ≤ T, (3.7)

implemented by sequentially testing H0,n for n = K + 1,K + 2, . . . ,K + T , asymptotically (as357

K → ∞) has the correct overall size α, it is necessary to choose cT,α such that358

P

(

t
∑

s=1

ǫs ≤ −Cα
t , for at least one t ∈ {1, 2, . . . , T}

)

= α,

where ǫs ∼ N(0, 1) are iid. Note that we here have formulated the hypothesis test as a one-359

sided test, since we saw above that it is negative values of Zn that are relevant to the alternative360

hypothesis (i.e. under-reporting of CO2 emissions).361

When T = ∞, it is possible to obtain a closed-form expression for cT,α for certain boundary362

functions f (see, e.g., Chu et al., 1996, for examples). In practice, however, for given α, T , and363

boundary function f , we suggest to approximate cT,α using Monte Carlo simulation as follows.364

Choose B ≥ 1. For b = 1, 2, . . . , B, simulate T N(0, 1) variables {ǫ(b)s }Ts=1 and form the scaled sums365

g(b)(t) = (
∑t

s=1 ǫ
(b)
s )/f(t), t = 1, 2, . . . , T , and record the maximum mb = maxt∈{1,2,...,T} g(b)(t).366

The approximated value of cT,α is the 1 − α quantile of {mb}Bb=1. In our simulations, we set367

B = 100 000. If an indefinite monitoring horizon (T = ∞) is desired, approximate c∞,α by setting368

T to a very large value in the Monte Carlo simulation procedure, e.g. T = 1 000.369
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Figure 2 plots the critical value function (3.6) for T = 30 and α = 5%, 10%, 32%.4 In the370

context of this paper, a monitoring period of T = 30 years corresponds to the intention of using371

the proposed sequential testing procedure until around 2050, if testing begins within the next few372

years. For instance, if the testing procedure is started when the data for 2020 become available373

(e.g. in the forthcoming GCB2021 report), yearly testing could proceed until 2049, which seems a374

rather fitting timeline in light of the Paris objectives (Section 4.1 contains further details on how375

to implement this).376

[FIGURE 2 ABOUT HERE]

3.1 Practical implementation of the sequential testing procedure377

To implement the sequential testing procedure, it is necessary to first settle on a nominal signifi-378

cance level α ∈ (0, 0.5] and a monitoring period T ≥ 1, which could be indefinite (T = ∞). Using379

this, construct the boundary function Cα
n in (3.6) using the approach outlined above. Now, starting380

from time n = K + 1 until time n = K + T , the null hypotheses (3.3) are sequentially tested. In381

period n, this is done by first estimating the parametric model for the budget imbalance (3.1) using382

only the initial K of the observations {ynt }Kt=1. In the case of the AR(1) model (3.2), φn and σn383

can be estimated by an OLS regression of {ynt }Kt=2 on {ynt }K−1
t=1 . At this stage, it is recommended384

to verify the assumptions underlying the monitoring procedure, by testing whether the estimated385

residuals {ǫ̂nt }Kt=1 are approximately Gaussian, e.g. using the tests considered in Section 2.2. Now,386

using {ǫ̂ss}ns=K+1, the test statistic Zn is calculated using (3.4). If, for some period n, the test387

statistic crosses the critical boundary, i.e. if Zn < −Cα
n , the null hypothesis H0 in (3.7) is rejected388

and we stop. Rejection of H0 in this way provides statistical evidence that the carbon flux data389

EFF
t , ELUC

t , GATM
t , SOCN

t , SLND
t are not compatible with the global carbon budget equation (1.1).390

3.2 Simulation studies of the sequential testing procedure391

In the Electronic Supplementary Material, we investigate the finite sample properties of the pro-392

posed monitoring procedure when it is applied to simulated data. We set up the simulation study393

such as to mimic the setting of the Global Carbon Budget data studied in Section 2. We briefly394

summarize the main findings here.395

First, we find that the test is correctly sized, meaning when emissions are faithfully reported396

(i.e., EFF,∗
t = EFF

t ), the probability of falsely rejecting the null (Type I error) is very close to the397

4Although, prima facie, α = 32% might seem like a high significance level to consider, a similar threshold is often

used by the IPCC, where events happening with a probability lower than 33% are termed “unlikely” (Mastrandrea

et al., 2010, Table 1, p. 3). Choosing such a high significance level will facilitate early detection of potential

misreporting of CO2 emissions; naturally, it comes with the caveat of a correspondingly high probability of making

a Type I error.
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nominal size of the test, α. That is, when H0 given in (3.7) is true, the probability of rejecting the398

null is very close to α (Electronic Supplementary Material, Table 5).399

We then investigate the power of the test, i.e. the ability of the test to reject H0 when H0 is400

false. These investigations require that we simulate the model under the alternative, i.e. under401

H1. In the simulation studies, we assume that emissions are reported to decline according to the402

Paris objectives (we refer to the Electronic Supplementary Material for the precise details). For403

instance, we might assume that future emissions are reported to decline with a fixed fraction g404

every year with respect to the current level of emissions, which would imply405

EFF,∗
t = EFF

2019(1− g)t−2019, t = 2020, 2021, . . . . (3.8)

As argued in the Electronic Supplementary Material, we need to choose g = 0.0692 (corresponding406

to 6.92% emissions abatement per year) to roughly adhere to the Paris objectives. Here, where407

H1 is true, we have that future actual emissions (EFF
t ) are greater than future reported emissions408

(EFF,∗
t ), i.e. EFF

t > EFF,∗
t for t ≥ 2020. To model this, we introduce the misreporting parameter409

m ∈ [0, 1], and set410

EFF
t = (1−m)EFF,∗

t +mEFF
2019, t = 2020, 2021, . . . . (3.9)

It is clear, that if m = 0, then EFF
t = EFF,∗

t (no misreporting of CO2 emissions), while if m > 0,411

then EFF
t > EFF,∗

t (under-reporting of CO2 emissions). Here, we can interpret the misreporting412

parameter m to be the fraction of the emissions that are not abated, while a fraction (1 − m)413

of the emissions are abated according to the Paris objectives. This situation would obtain if all414

countries report their fossil fuel emissions in a way which is consistent with the Paris objectives, but415

a number of countries, representing a fraction m of emissions in 2019, actually keep their emissions416

constantly equal to their 2019 levels (i.e. they are under-reporting their emissions). Figure 3 shows417

paths of EFF,∗
t and EFF

t for various values of the misreporting parameter m. It is clear that as m418

grows, so does the amount of misreporting. Further, we see that the amount of misreporting is419

small in the beginning of the monitoring period and gradually grows as time progresses.420

Using this setup in our simulation study, we find that the average detection time is quite large for421

the smaller amounts of under-reportings, i.e. for small values of m. Indeed, it is only for m ≥ 0.10422

that the power (probability of detecting under-reporting inside the monitoring period) becomes423

close to unity (Electronic Supplementary Material, Figures 7 and 8). The average detection time424

of the procedure will depend on the significance level α at which the test is conducted. A value of425

m = 0.20 results in an average detection time between 7 years (α = 32%) and 12 years (α = 5%);426

for m = 0.30, the average detection time is between 5 years (α = 32%) and 10 years (α = 5%);427

and for m ≥ 0.35 the average detection time is smaller than 5 years (for α = 32%). Further details428

are reported in the Electronic Supplementary Material.429

We stress that these numbers should not be taken too literally. Indeed, the simulation study430

from which they arrive is highly stylized. Although conceptually simple and easy to understand, it431
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is unlikely that the path of reported and actual emissions will adhere precisely to (3.8) and (3.9).432

Instead, these simulation results should serve more as a “proof-of-concept”, illustrating that the433

methods proposed in this paper can plausibly contribute to detecting potential future systematic434

under-reportings of CO2 emissions. Likewise, the simulation study gives some qualitative indica-435

tions that small amounts of under-reportings (here, m ≤ 0.10) are difficult to detect; conversely,436

it appears that moderate-to-large under-reportings (here, m ≥ 0.20) can potentially be detected437

quite quickly by the procedure proposed in this paper. Lastly, the simulations show that lowering438

the degree of autocorrelation (through the parameter φn) or standard deviation (through the pa-439

rameter σn) of the budget imbalance can result in substantial improvements of the properties of440

the test (Electronic Supplementary Material, Figures 7 and 8).441

4 Discussion and outlook442

The sequential testing procedure proposed in Section 3 is very simple. Conceivably, the proper-443

ties of the test can be improved by implementing a more advanced sequential testing procedure.444

Recent work in the literature on sequential “on-line” testing has devised numerous interesting pro-445

cedures, such as ones where the critical boundaries are dynamically adjusted based on past tests446

(e.g., Ramdas et al., 2017, 2018), likelihood-based methods (e.g., Dette and Gösmann, 2020), and447

methods that allow for open-ended monitoring periods (e.g., Gösmann et al., 2021), to name just448

a few examples. We note that, although such methods could potentially be useful in the present449

context, they would need to be adapted to the peculiar data structure encountered in our applica-450

tion, i.e. the fact that the data might be retroactively revised. Although interesting, we leave such451

adaptations of more advanced sequential testing algorithms, and their application to the present452

problem, for future research.453

It is important to keep in mind that systematic under-reportings of CO2 emissions are not the454

only possible reason for rejection of the null hypothesis proposed in this paper. Besides the inherent455

possibility of a false positive (Type I error), rejection of the null can also be caused by structural456

breaks in ELUC
t or the Earth system variables GATM

t , SOCN
t , and SLND

t . In particular, because the457

data series on land-use change emissions, ELUC
t , and on the carbon sinks, SOCN

t and SLND
t , are458

averages constructed from several advanced and complicated Earth system models, biases in these459

models could also result in rejection of the null. For these reasons, we recommend that following460

a rejection of the sequential null hypothesis, all data series in the carbon budget equation (1.1)461

should be examined further. If the Earth system data series are deemed reliable, the statistical462

test provides evidence for CO2 emissions being under-reported.463

In a simulation study (Section 3.2; Electronic Supplementary Material), we sought to shed light464

on the empirical properties of the proposed monitoring procedure, with particular focus on how465

such a procedure might perform in practice for the case of verifying global CO2 emissions in the466

future. The main take-aways from the simulation study were as follows:467
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1. For small under-reportings of CO2 emissions, the power of the proposed monitoring device is468

low and the average detection time is high. This indicates that, if systematic under-reportings469

of CO2 emissions are small, detection time can be long using the methods proposed in this470

paper. In particular, average detection time will likely (but not certainly) be too long to471

inform the 5 yearly stocktakes of the Paris Agreement.472

2. For moderate-to-large under-reportings of CO2 emissions, the proposed method has power473

close to unity and a short average detection time. That is, when under-reporting of CO2474

emissions is moderate-to-large, the proposed sequential testing procedure will detect this475

with high probability and in a timely enough manner that it can be used to inform the 5476

yearly stocktakes of the Paris Agreement.477

3. The properties (power and detection time) of the proposed test improve dramatically when478

halving the standard deviation of the error term driving the budget imbalance (compare479

DGP3 with DGP1 in Figures 7 and 8 in the Electronic Supplementary Material). In other480

words, a more constrained and less volatile budget imbalance will make potential under-481

reportings much easier to detect. This highlights the importance of continuing the effort to482

improve the precision of the data on Earth system variables, e.g. by refining the climate483

models used to obtain the data and/or by collecting more and higher quality observational484

data (see also Peters et al., 2017, for a similar conclusion). Note, however, that if such a485

sudden shift in data quality was to obtain, then it would be important to verify the underlying486

(stationarity) assumption on the budget imbalance. If this assumption is violated, the method487

should be altered accordingly (the key being that ǫ̂nn is an approximately iid N(0, 1) sequence488

under the null).489

These observations indicate that the CO2 monitoring procedure proposed in this paper cannot490

stand alone as a method of detecting potential future under-reportings of CO2 emissions. However,491

they do indicate that it could possibly be a valuable tool in a larger portfolio of methods designed492

to verify global CO2 emissions. For instance, Cole et al. (2020) recently applied Benford’s Law493

(Benford, 1938), a statistical accounting device which can be used to detect manipulation of re-494

ported numbers, to monitor emissions reduction claims of Clean Development Mechanism projects.495

The authors mention the possibility of applying Benford’s Law to verifying reported global CO2496

emissions, i.e. for the same goal tackled in this paper.497

Purely statistical methods, such as Benford’s Law and the method proposed in this paper,498

are cheap and easy to apply. Although they do not guarantee fast detection of potential under-499

reporting, it seems prudent to implement these statistical methods along with other efforts for500

verifying reported CO2 emissions, such as satellite-based monitoring of anthropogenic emissions,501

which is an area of current research and deployment (Janardanan et al., 2016; Hakkarainen et al.,502

2016; Schwandner et al., 2017). These “indirect” approaches should of course, as far as possible,503

be supplemented with direct investigations of the apparent reliability of individual reports of CO2504
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emissions (or energy statistics) from individual nations. Such scrutinizing of national inventories are505

continuously being conducted, through independent technical expert reviews (UNFCCC, 2018b),506

although currently only for developed (Annex I) countries (UNFCCC, 2019).507

4.1 Monitoring future CO2 emissions data508

Table 2 presents the critical values, Cα
n , for the test proposed in this paper when T = 30. These509

are the critical boundaries which were used in the simulation experiment of Section 3.2 and shown510

in Figure 2. To monitor future CO2 emissions, proceed as follows. Every year, when new data511

for 2020, 2021, . . . arrive, calculate the budget imbalance using Equation (2.1) and update the test512

statistic Zn in Equation (3.4) using the approach outlined in Section 3.1 with K = 61, i.e. using the513

data up until 2019 as the initial data series. Then compare Zn to the critical values given in Table514

2: if, in some year, the test statistic is below the corresponding critical value, i.e. if Zn < −Cα
n ,515

reject the null hypothesis (3.7) at the given significance level α.516

[TABLE 2 ABOUT HERE]

These methods are easily implemented by any interested party using any reliable data set of the517

carbon fluxes in the carbon budget equation (1.1), e.g. the data accompanying the yearly reports518

from the Global Carbon Project. The author will provide annual updates of this online.5519
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Figure 1: Time series data of the carbon fluxes of the carbon budget (1.1) from three vintages of

the GCP data set. Top left: Anthropogenic emissions, EFF
t and ELUC

t . Top right: Atmospheric

growth, GATM
t . Mid left: Ocean sink flux, SOCN
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Figure 2: Critical value function Cα
K+t as a function of t = 1, 2, . . . , T , for T = 30 and significance

level α = 5% (solid line), 10% (dashed line), 32% (dashed and dotted line).
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Figure 3: Example paths of actual emissions (EFF
t ; blue solid line) and reported emissions (EFF,∗

t ;

red dashed line), for various values of misreporting parameter m, used in the simulation studies of

power properties.
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Table 1: Descriptive statistics and diagnostics of the budget imbalance data from Equation (2.1).

n is the number of observations and “Mean”, “Std”, “Skew”, and “Kurt” are the empirical mean,

standard deviation, skewness and kurtosis of the data. φ̂ and σ̂ are the OLS regression estimates of

the parameters in the AR(1) model yt = φyt−1+σǫt, where ǫt ∼ N(0, 1). The data denoted “AR(1)

residuals” are the estimated standardized error terms ǫ̂t := (yt − φ̂yt−1)/σ̂ from this regression. N

is the test-statistic from the Jarque-Bera test (Jarque and Bera, 1987): the null hypothesis that the

data comes from a Gaussian distribution can be rejected if N is larger than the 5% critical value

of 5.99. KS is the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test statistic (Massey, 1951): the null hypothesis that

the data comes from a Gaussian distribution can be rejected if KS is larger than the 5% critical

value of 0.18. AD is the Anderson-Darling test statistic (Anderson and Darling, 1952): the null

hypothesis that the data comes from a Gaussian distribution can be rejected if AD is larger than

the 5% critical value of 0.74. DW is the Durbin-Watson test statistic (Durbin and Watson, 1971):

If DW < 2 there is evidence of positive serial correlation in the data; if DW > 2 there is evidence

of negative serial correlation in the data; data without serial correlation will have DW ≈ 2. Q(m)

is the Ljung-Box Q test statistic (Ljung and Box, 1978) for presence of autocorrelation calculated

with m lags. The 5% critical value for the Q(1)-test is 3.84; hence if Q(1) > 3.84 then the null of

no autocorrelation can be rejected at a 5% level. The 5% critical value for the Q(5) test is 11.07.

All critical values assume a sample size of 58 observations; all tests are implemented using built-un

routines from the MATLAB programming language.
Descriptive statistics Diagnostics

n Mean Std Skew Kurt φ̂ σ̂ N KS AD DW Q(1) Q(5)

Budget imbalance

GCB2017 58 0.00 0.86 0.02 2.44 0.44 0.77 0.77 0.07 0.18 1.11 11.90 15.99

GCB2018 59 0.14 0.80 0.04 2.41 0.43 0.73 0.88 0.12 0.40 1.11 10.93 14.87

GCB2019 60 0.17 0.77 −0.07 2.81 0.38 0.72 0.14 0.15 0.30 1.21 7.95 10.36

GCB2020 61 −0.01 0.77 −0.20 3.40 0.35 0.72 0.80 0.12 0.30 1.29 7.70 9.61

AR(1) residuals

GCB2017 57 0.01 1.00 −0.14 2.07 −0.01 1.01 2.24 0.08 0.49 2.01 0.01 0.07

GCB2018 58 −0.09 1.00 −0.13 2.13 −0.03 1.01 1.98 0.10 0.41 2.05 0.08 0.27

GCB2019 59 −0.13 0.99 0.05 2.28 −0.03 1.01 1.28 0.11 0.24 2.06 0.14 0.65

GCB2020 60 0.20 1.00 0.21 2.80 −0.02 1.01 0.54 0.07 0.35 2.03 0.03 1.67

Table 2: Critical values Cα
t for the test of (3.7). The calculations are made using T = 30, implying

a monitoring period of 30 years. Only the critical values for the first ten years are shown.
2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029

α = 5% 2.45 3.47 4.25 4.91 5.49 6.01 6.49 6.94 7.36 7.76

α = 10% 2.14 3.02 3.70 4.28 4.78 5.24 5.66 6.05 6.42 6.76

α = 32% 1.44 2.03 2.49 2.88 3.22 3.52 3.81 4.07 4.32 4.55
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Figures

Figure 1

Time series data of the carbon fluxes of the carbon budget (1.1) from three vintages of the GCP data set.
Top left: Anthropogenic emissions, EFF t and ELUC t . Top right: Atmospheric growth, GATM t . Mid left:
Ocean sink flux, SOCN t . Mid right: Terrestrial sink flux, SLND t . Bottom: Budget imbalance, BIM t .



Figure 2

Critical value function Cα K+t as a function of t = 1,2,...,T, for T = 30 and significance level α = 5% (solid
line), 10% (dashed line), 32% (dashed and dotted line).

Figure 3

Example paths of actual emissions (EFF t ; blue solid line) and reported emissions (EFF, t ; red dashed
line), for various values of misreporting parameter m, used in the simulation studies of power properties.
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